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ABSTRACT. We describe theoretical and computational methods developed
by our group for the calculation of displacement, gravity and potential changes
resulting from different sources (representing magma bodies and faults) in
elastic-gravitational and viscoelastic-gravitationallayered media. The existing
codes corresponding to the models are also presented with the information
about how they can be obtained for scientific use. The results obtained and
work currently in progress are also described in this paper.

1. DEFORMATION MODEL.

We are mainly interested in computation of gravity and potential changes

and displacement on the Earth's surface due to different sources (different kind of

magmatic intrusions and faults) in the crustllithosphere. A model of layered half-

space including an ambient gravitational field and representing the Earth for near

field problems is considered. This half-space is an elastic medium where a source

of perturbation is placed. The equations to be solved that represent the coupled

elastic-gravitational problem for a stratified half-space of homogeneous layers are

(Love, 1911; Rundle, 1980)
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V2u+_1-VV.u+ Pog V(u.ez)- PoVrjJ-Pog ezV.u=D
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V2rjJ= -41rAJGO V· u

(1)

where u is the perturbed displacement vector in the deformed cylindrical

coordinate system (r, e, Z), rjJ is the gravitational potential in this coordinate

system, e" eo, ez are the unit vectors, a is Poisson's ratio, PJis the density and JJ

is the rigidity.

Rundle (1980) obtained and solved the equations (1), using the propagator

matrix technique (Thomson, 1950; Haskell, 1953; Gilbert and Backus, 1%6) to

obtain the surface solutions (potential and gravity changes and deformation).Rundle

(1981a) developed the nurrerical formulation needed to compute these perturbations

for the case of a single layer in welded contact with an infinite half-space. Expressions

in the case of two layers may be seen in Femdnde; (1992) and Fernánde; and Rundle

(1994a,b), expressions for media composed of three layers have been obtained by

Femánde: and Die: (1995), and more recently, Femánde: el al. (1997) give the

appropriate numerical formulationfor a rredia composed of up to four layers over half-

space.

1.1 Solution to the Layered Half Space Problem.

Rundle (1980) used a polar coordinate system (r, e. z) with the Z axis

oriented down into the medium at the surface of a layered, elastic-gravitational

half space. The elastic module in the ntb layer are denoted by A"and f.Jn and the

density by Pn, see Figure 1.
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Figure l. General layered half-space
(after Fernández and Rundle, 1994a).

The displacement in the nth layer is

00

un =L rkdku~,
m=O

where u: is given by

11 I1p I1B /leum = xm m + Ym m + Zm m

(2)

(3)
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The same formulation is applied to obtain similar expressions for the normal

tractions across aplane

00

t" = L r{X~Pm + Y~Bm + Z~Cm [kdk ,
m=O

(4)

the potential

00

rpn =L r{¡)~J m( kr )eim(}kdk ,

m=O
(5)

and the quantity

00o: = L rq~J m( kr )eim(}kdk .
m=O

(6)

The problem can be divided into two separate parts, the R problem (that

inc1udes the xn m, lm, qnm, to" m terms), and the L problem (that inc1udes the l m

terms). The solutions to these problems are given by Rundle (1980) (equations

(88)-(96». We will not examine the L problem any further because its solution is

the same as for the purely elastic case solved by Singh (1970) and tabulated by

Rundle (1980). The integration kemels xm\O), Yml(O), qml(O) and w",1(O) are given as

a function of the characteristics of the medium's layers, through matrix [E] and a

vector [F] as

(7)
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1
Ym(O)=E21Amp+E23Bmp+E25Dmp-( Fm)2' (8)

w!n(O) = ESl Amp + ES3 Bop + ES5 Dmp - ( r; )s' (9)

The matrix [E), a product of propagator matrices (layer matrices), is obtained

using the solutions of the infinite space problem (Rundle, 1980). Vector [Fm} is a

product of layer matrices with the jump discontinuity vector [Dm}. Matrix [E} is given

by

[E} = [ al t[a2 } ... [ aP-l t [ZP(H)}, (11)

where [an
} is the layer matrix (propagator matrix) defined by (Rundle, 1980),

[ an } = [ Zn (- d n )} . [ Zn (O) rl. (12)

The elerrents of the matrix [Z'(z)] are functions of k given by Rundle (1980,

1982a) and Femánde; (1992). The vector [Fm} is defined by the product

(13)

where a new layer boundary is introduced at depth e corresponding to the depth of the

intrusion ?sI= e, and SI corresponds to the division of the layer where the intrusion is

located. [Dm} is the jump discontinuity vector for z=c, see Rundle (1980) for various

examples. The coefficients AOp, BOp and Dopare also given by Femánde; and Rundle

(1994a) in their equations (10)-(15).
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1.2 Existence of a top water layer.

The presence of a top water layer in these calculations necessarily modifies

the boundary conditions taken into account at the surface (Rundle, 1982a).

Instead of requiring null elastic traction for z = O (Rundle, 1980) the change of

tractions must be considered to be caused by the redistribution of water as a

consequence of the deforrnation. Thus the vertical component of traction in

surface z=O, TiO), changes and affects the definition of the integration kernels in

the equations as is explained by Rundle (1982a) and Fernánde: et al. (1997).

Examples of sea level changes computations can be found in both of those papers.

1.3 Magmatic Intrusion case.

For a rnagrnatic intrusion, considered as a point rnass M placed suddenly at

a depth e, the source functions would be those resulting from the interaction

between the rnass M and the ambient gravity field, equations, and those which

reflect the effects caused by the pressurization of the magmatic chamber due to

overfilling or temperature changes, and which are given by Rundle (1980,

1982a). Rundle (1980, 1982a) obtained a unique general solution at z=Ocompleted by

Fernánde: et al. (1997) as

ao

U = M f [xb(O)Po+ y~(O)BoJkdk,
O

(displacement) (14)

ao

rp= M f úJbr0) Jo(kr)kdk,
O

(potential change) (15)
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dfjJ 00

8g = -- = -M f q~(O)Jo(kr)kdk + POuz' (gravity change) (16)
dz

O

a 00

t(r) = ~= -M fx/;{O)J ¡(kr)k2dk (tilt) (17)ar o

00

e z = ( au z ) (r) = A1 f y~(O)J O(kr)k2 dk (and vertical strain) (18)az A¡+2Jl¡ O

where Po and Bo are vector functions that are given in tenns of the Bessel function of

the first kind of order zero Jo(kr), and j3.J=4JZGp¡, with p¡ being the density of the first

layer. This solutioncan be shown to be unique (Rundle, 1982).

1.4 Rectangular dipping fault case.

We have also applied this model to compute deformation produced by

faulting (see e.g., Rundle, 1978, 1980; 1981a, 1981b, 1982b, Thatcher and

Rundle, 1984; Yu, 1995; Fernández et al., 1996a, 1996b; Yu et al., 1996a,

1996b; Yu and Cheng, 1997). We present briefly some particularities of the

computations on these cases and the equations.

1.4.1 Reduced Problem.

Rundle (1981 a) found that for displacements resulting from a dip slip event

in a layered elastic-gravitational medium, self-gravitation effects arising from the

non-zero value of Go, the gravitational constant, were generally much smaller
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than gravitational effects relating to the surface acceleration, g. As z ~ ±oo, aIl

perturbed quantities are presurred to tend to zero, so setting Go = O implies tP is

constant. Making use of this, Rundle (1981b) obtain the equations

2 1 Pog ( ) Pog n OV u+--VV·u+--V u·e - --e v·u=
1- 20" fi Z f..l z

and, using the same techniques outlined in Rundle (1980) obtain the

corresponding solutions. The advantage of this formulation is the computational

pattern that increases the efficiency using a 4x4 matrix problem instead of 6x6

problem. Rundle (1981b) found that using the reduced system makes little

differences in terms of accuracy computing displacements, and is clearly

advantageous.

1.4.2 Tbrust fault.

The appropiate source functions (Dm) , derived by Ben Menahem and Singh

(1978) for the six elerrentary displacerrent dislocation, are given by Rundle (1980).

He used the notation of Singh (1970) where (jk) refers both to the direction of the force

system and the normal to the plane across which it is applied. They are given by

Rundle (1980, 1981a) for a thrust fault dipping of angle '1/.Using this source functions

we obtain the expressions for the displacerrent expressed as

H(t) W L oor{ )
u = 4" f d~ f dr;u( ~,') f l\XMO) Po + x~(O) P2 + yb(O) Bo + y~(O) B2 + z~(O)C 2 sin Zu:

o -L o

(19)

(20)
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and, finally (Rundle, 1981a; Femánde: et al., 1996a, 1996b)

H( ) W L oo~
uz= 4~ f de;f dC;U(e;,;)fL(x{y(0)Jo(kr)+x~(0)j2(kr)cOs20)sin21f/

O -L O

+ X}(O)J l(kr)sinOcos 21f/]kdk,

W L 00

ux= ~; f de; f dC;U(e;,;) f [(81sin 21f/+ 82cOS21f/)cosO
O -L O

+ (83 sin 21f/- 84 cos 21f/) sin O]kdk, (21)

W L 00

Uy = ~; f de; f dC;U( e;,;) j[(81Sin 21f/+ 82cos2If/)sin O
O -L O

- (83sin 21f/- 84COS 21f/)COS O]kdk,

where

_( 1(0)Jo(kr)-J2(kr) 1(0)Jo(kr)+J2(kr)). L)82 - Y 1 + Z 1 sin u,2 2 (23)

_ ( 1(O) ]¡(kr) + J 3(kr) 1(O) J 1(kr) - h(kr)) . 2L)83 - Y 2 - Z 2 sm u,2 2 (24)

_ ( 1(0) J O (kr) + J 2 (kr) 1(0) J o (kr) - J 2(kr)) o84 - Y 1 + Z 1 cos .2 2 (25)

Equations (23)-(25) must replace equations (5)-(7) in Femández et al. (l996a)

and equations (21)-(23) in Femánde; et al. (l996b) which present some minor

misprints.
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1.4.3 Strike slip fault.

The souree funetions (Dm) are given by Rundle (1980) for a strike slip

fault plane inclined at an angle lfI to the horizontal.The displaeement at the

surfaee may be written (Yu ,1995; Yu et al. 1996a,1996b)

00

u = f kdk {[x~( 0)P2 + y~(O )B2 + z~( O)C2 [cos lfI

O

+ [x t( O )p¡ + yt( O )B ¡+ d( O )e¡[sin 'I'} (26)

and, substituting P m, Bm and Cm, replaeing eim9 and i/m9 by cosmü and -sinmú.

respeetively, to obtain the real part, and splitting the displaeement veetor into its

three components, we obtain

. u, = f}:dk {[+y: (O)(':JJ] (kr) + z: (O)(1r )J] (kr)] cos ecos lfI

-[y~(0)(;r)J2(kr) ++Z~(0)(¿)J2(kr) ]sin2esinlfl }
(27)

(28)

solution to the elastic-gravitational problem of a point nueleus of strike slip in an

elastic-gravitational layer ayer an elastic-gravitational half spaee. From u., Ue we
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can compute Un uy in a easy way. To calcuIate the dispIacement due to a finite

fault pIane we only need to integrate (27)-(29) over the source region, as in (21).

1.4.4 Introduction of viscoelasticity.

We can compute the time dependence displacement following Rundle

(1982b). After the elastic Green' s functions are computed, the correspondence

principIe of linear viscoelasticity is appIied. This requires that the eIastic

quantities A and j.J in each component of the eIastic solution (each here

represented by u(t) be replaced by their LapIace transformed quantities sI(s)

and sJi(s) to obtain u(s) where the bar signifies the LapIace transformed

quantity and s is the parameter conjugate to time. u(s) is then inverted to give

u.it), the solution to the viscoeIastic problem The technique used to perform the

inversion invoIves the Prony series where the function uv(t) is approximated by a

function uy' (t) comprised of a series of decaying exponentiaIs (Schapery, 1961;

Cost, 1964). This approximation method has the advantage of smooth time

domain results in the time intervaI required and involves as few function

evaluations as possible. The error obtained using the numerical method is thus

minimized. uy' (t) can then be integrated over the source region to obtain the

required soIution.

2. SOME RESULTS.

Our results on computing displacements and gravity changes due to a point

magma intrusion in layered elastic-gravitational media show that (Fernández and

Rundle, I994a, 1994b) variations in elastic moduli have a much more significant

effect than variations in reference density on both the surface displacements and
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gravity changes. It can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, obtained using the media

described in Table 1. Deviations of the half-space displacements in the layered

medium from the homogeneous half-space are clearly due to variations in strain

arising from changes in the elastic moduli. However, variations in surface gravity

are also influenced far more by changes in moduli than by changes in density,

implying that changes in density due to volumetric dilatation are significantly

larger than Bouguer effects caused by changing the layer reference densities. Our

results clearly indicate that models with uniform density and moduli, or even a

single layer over a half-space, rnay be too simple to adequately model observed

gravity and deforrnation changes in volcanic regions.

The effect of the gravity field has been taken into account, and it has been

found that it can be fundamental to adjust and to explain properly gravity changes

measured in active zones (Femández et al., 1997). It is clearly shown in Figure

4. This figure shows vertical and horizontal deforrnation, tilt and gravity changes due

to a center of expansion (ce) and a point mass (mp), both of them located at 6 km depth

in the Lanzarote crustal model composed of two layers over the mantle tFemández

and Rundle, 1994a). The contribution to the total effect (in the cases of

displacement and tilt) of the intrusion rnass (mp in Figure 4) is almost null

compared to the contribution rnade by the pressure changes (ce in Figure 4).

Suppressing the effect of the gravitational field we get gravity change and

deforrnation values similar to those displayed in Figure 4 for a center of

expansion. It is seen that gravitational effects are not significant for displacements

and tilt at the surface, in agreement with Rundle (1980), but this is not the case for

surface gravity change, where the mass of the intrusion is significant and the effect

may be very important.Therefore it is seen that gravity field consideration in the rnodel

is important for rnodelingand understanding observed gravity change data. This effect

is also important ifwe consider viscoelastic properties for the rnedium Hofton et al.
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Figure 2. Vertical deformation UD radial deformation U, and surface
gravity change gS due to a center of expansion of strength pa', where p is
the pressure in bars and a the radius in km, located at 5 km depth (layer 1)
in media O to 7 described in Table 1 (Fernánde; and Rundle, 1994a).
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located at 15 km depth (layer 2) in media O, 1 and 8 to 13 described in
Table 1(Fernánde: and Rundle, 1994a).
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Data PI P2 P3 "'1 "-z "'3 J.l.1 J.i.z J.l.3

Set

o Homogeneous half-space p=3.0, A.=1-l=3.0

3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

2 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3 3.0 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

4 3.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

5 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

6 6.0 4.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

7 D=20, PI=2.5, P2=3.0, "'¡= 1-l¡=3.0,i=1,2

8 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.0

9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0033.0

10 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0300.0 3.0

11 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

12 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 9.0 6.0 3.0

13 D=20, PI= P2=3.0, 1-l1=2.5,J.i.z="'¡=3.0,i= 1,2

Table l. Properties ofthe Media Considered in Figures 2 and 3.
Equivalentsfor pare g/cm3 =ld kg/m3 andfor A and Jl arelOll

dyn/cm2=1010 Pa (after Femánde: and Rundle, 1994a).
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Figure 4. Vertical and horizontal deformation, tilt and surface gravity
changes due to a center of expansion (ce) witli a radius of 1 km and
pressure of 1(f bar, and a point mass (mp) of 1 MU located at 6 km depth in
Lanzarote crustal model (Fernández et al., 1997).

(1995) show that the effects of gravity produce important differences in the

displacerrent fields when long intervals of tirre are considered. Their model predicts

the presence of a long wavelength component in the post-diking defonnation field

following a single event. Also, consideration of gravity field is necessary for

computation of altitude changes with regard to an equipotential surface if we wish

to obtain orthometric and geometric gravity gradients that are sensitive to the

dynamics of the intrusion processes (Rundle, 1982a; Fernánde: et al., 1997).
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We have developed codes to compute the modeled effects. They are

described by Fernández and Rundle (1994b) and Femánde: et al. (1997). They

can consider up to four layers over half-space, being named GRA VW

PROGRAMS SET. Their characteristics are described in Table 2. The codes can

be obtained via anonymous FfP from the server IAMG.ORG.

Also we calculate co- and postseismic surface displacerrents due to thrust

faulting in a layered mediurn, including gravitational effects, composed of one elastic

layer over a viscoelastic half-space (Rundle, 1981a, 1981b, 1982b; Femánde: et al.,

1996a, 1996b), see Figure 5. A summary of the characteristics and parameters of the

deformation model in this case can be seen in Table 3. Gravity arrests changes in

the displacernent fields after long periods of time. It can be observed, as a way of

example, in Figure 6. This is important in using the model to analyze high-

precision data from space geodetic techniques because inclusion of gravity is

necessary to properly describe the time dependence of the displacernent field.

Gravw Gravwl Gravl Gravw2 Gravw3 Gravw4

Numberof
Layers 2 2 3 4

Places where
intrusion can Layer Anywhere Anywhere Anywhere Anywhere Anywhere
be located

\1" g., gB, 1Iz,u"T,& Uz,lk Uz,lk,T,& Uz,lk,T,& Uz,lk,T,&
Computed gFA. g., gs, gFA g., ga, gFA g.,ga,gFA g., gs, gFA g., gs, gFA

Effects dq>,SL d4>,SL dq> dq>,SL dq>,SL d4>,SL

Table 2. List of codes forming GRA VW PROGRAMS SET describing number of
layers considered in each one, possible locations of source and computed
effects. Uz being vertical displacement, u, being radial displacement, T denotes
tilt, e, is vertical strain, gs, gB and gFAare surface, Bouguer and Free Air gravity
changes respectively, df/J denotes potential change, and SL sea level changes.
Codes are compared with other previous codes, GRA VW (Rundle, 1982) and
GRA V1 (Femández. and Rundle, 1994a). Modified after Femández. et al. (1997).
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Figure 5. Geometry and coordinate system for a rectangular, finite, dipping
fault in elastic-gravitationallayer over a viscoelastic-gravitational half-space. D
is depth, W isfault plane width, 2L is length along strike, 'P is dip angle, and H
is layer thickness (after Rundle, 1982a; Fernández et al., 1996b).

MODEL SUMMARY

EARTH MODEL: one layer over homogeneous half-space.

LAYER: PROPERTIES:
PARAMETERS:

HALF-SPACE: PROPERTIES:
PARAMETERS:

FAULT: LOCATION:
PARAMETERS:

COORDINATE
SYSTEM: X AXIS:

y AXIS:
ZAXIS:
ORIGIN:

elastic-gravitational.
layer thickness, Lamé parameters and density.

viscoelastic-gravitational.
Lamé parameters, density and relaxation type.

layer.
depth, fault plane width, length along strike, dip angle
(see Figure 5).

parallel to the fault.
perpendicular to the fault.
vertical, positive inside the medium.
center of the fault.

Table 3. Summary of the characteristics and parameters of the described
deformation model (Femández et al., 1996b).
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Figure 6. Viscoelastic-gravitational minus purely viscoelastic displacements
(L1Uxand L1Uv) displacements, divided by dislocation U in the fault plane, due to
a 90° dipping thrust fault in an elastic-gravitational layer over a viscoelastic-
gravitational half-space at X = 10/an. Fault is 2L=30 km long, D = O km, W =
30 km, and H =30 km. 10 and 50Ta are consided in this figure to show clearly
the differences that appear after long periods of time. Ta is the characteristic
time defined by Ta=2 r¡If.J1b where r¡ is the viscosity of the Maxwell fluid
(Femández: et al., 1996).
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An important feature in the model is the long-wavelength postseismic

displacement field, and this cannot be found in purely elastic models. The

rnagnitude and wavelength of postseismic displacements grow as time elapses, see

for example the case represented in Figure 7.

o- 5
~.

V1SCOELASTIC-GRAV1TATlONAL
10

-5 _._._._.-._._._._._._ .._._._._._._._._._._._ .. _._._._._._.-.-.
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Figure 7. Surface horizontal displacements due to a 30 o dipping thrust fault in
an elastic-gravitational layer over a viscoelastic-gravitational half-space at X =
10 km. Fault is 2L = 30 km long, D = O km, W = 60 km, and H = 30 km
(Fernánde: et al., 1996a).
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ELEM. EQ. SEQ. STBADY BLOCK MonON EQ.SEQ.

-T + --
3T

TIME

Figure 8. Diagram showing how an earthquake cycle (sequence) can be
generated from superposition of an elementary cycle and steady block motion
(after Savage and Prescott, 1978; Thatcher and Rundle, 1984; Femánde: et al.,
1996a).

One of the most important applications of the model presented here is the

detailed examination of the time-dependent deformation of many earthquake

cycles on the same fault plane, Figure 8. We have carried out earthquake cycle

computations using the method described by Cohen and Kramer (1984) to compute

components U¿ and U, of displacement measured at time t , since an earthquake at t =
O (Fernández et al., 1996a). For models with a short recurrence time interval, the

plate motion dominates the displacement field during the entire cycle, and major

effects of the viscoelastic displacement on1yoccur near the edge of the fault planeo

However, for very long recurrence times, the accumulated viscoelastic

displacement dominates the deformation field following the earthquake at large

distances from the fault. This fact is can be observed in Figure 9.

Finally we have also calculated the postseismic surface displacements

resulting from slip on a strike slip fault in an elastic layer overlying a viscoelastic

half space (Yu, 1995; Yu et al., 1996 a, 1996 b). An example of these

computations is shown in Figure 10. The effects of gravity are found to produce

minimal differences in the displacernent fields near the fault.
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Figure 9. The accumulated displacement field due to 10 earthquakes prior
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At larger distances away from fault, the presence of gravity significantly

changes the horizontal displacements due to a vertical strike slip fault, see Figure

11. For vertical displacement due to a dipping strike slip fault, gravity influences

the magnitude as much as 40%. As with alllayered viscoelastic calculations, our

model predicts the presence of a long wavelength component in the postseisrnic

deformation field following a single event that rnigrates with time (Yu, 1995; Yu

et al., 1996a).

The good fit between calculated results and GPS measurements at the

Landers earthquake (Shen et al., 1994) described by Yu et al. (1996a), Figure 12,

suggest that viscoelasticity may be an important factor for strike slip events, just

as it as for dip slip events. Vertical viscoelastic displacements are insignificant

compared to coseisrnic displacements, but the horizontal co- and postseisrnic

displacements have roughly the same magnitude. In this case it is possible to

construct earthquake cycle models that, in certain circumstances (very long

recurrence times, as for thrust faults), provide a means of identifying what stage

of the earthquake cycle a given fault system is in.

The developed codes for computing displacements due to faulting are

describe by Rundle (1981a), Fernández et al. (1996b) and Yu et al. (1996b).

They can be obtain via anonymous FfP from the server IAMG.ORG (Computers

& Geosciences) or from server FRACTAL.COLORADO.EDU (CIRES,

University of Colorado at Boulder). In the last computer the codes can be found in

the directory /fractal/users/ftp/pub/Viscocodes.
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Figure 12. (a) Comparison between GPS data (vertical lines) and the
computed results (solid line) for baseline 7000-7001, and (b) for baseline
DSlO-W1DE at the period of 200 days after main shock of the Landers
earthquake in 1992 are shown (after Yu et al., 1996a). For more
information and location of stations see Shen et al. (1994) and Yu et al.
(1996a).
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3. WORKS IN PROGRESS.

Among other topics, at present we are working on the extension of the

model, considering a general number of layers in the general numerical

formulation of the deformation model, including the possibility of viscoelactic,

viscoelastic-gravitational and poro-elastic relaxation of the properties of layers

and bottom half-space. This will be very useful in facilitating an appropiate

interpretation of precise deformation data in both, the volcanic and faulting

problem (see e.g. Bonafede et al., 1986).

We are also working on the consideration of different kind of magmatic

intrusion on the modeling (spherical, ellipsoidal, etc), completing previous works

such as Hofton et al. (1995).

The deformation model described for the volcanic problem is being applied

to theoretically study the design of the most appropiate geodetic volcano

monitoring system in the Canary Islands, Spain. The study involves two islands

with different kinds of volcanism, namely Tenerife, where the Teide stratovolcano

is located, and Lanzarote, with scattered centers of eruption and no major

magmatic chamber between the edifices and the deep magma-generating areas

(see e.g., Araña and Ortíz, 1991). Some prelirninary results were described by

Fernández and Díez (1995). Computation of strain and stress changes due to

volcanic loading are also in progress.

Multilayered viscoelastic stress Green' s functions are being developed for

use in calculating Viscoelastic Coulomb Failure Functions (VCFF) , and dynarnic

(time-evolutionary) General Earthquake Models, such as Virtual California

simulations.
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Computations of gravity changes produced by faulting with the described

model will be carried out in the near future.

Another aspect of deforrnation model that we are working on is the

application of techniques (Genetic Algorithm, GA) for solving the inverse

problem This is necessary for interpreting observed data on the basis of models

and for validating the models. GA has been applied to invert the parameters of an

earthquake rupture fault (Yu et al., 1997) using a simple model. Figure 13 shows

the good match between observed data and the data obtained from model. Details

about methodology, code and the example shown in Figure 13 can be found in Yu

et al. (1997).

. ..
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E -500..

:::>

Observed DIModel

-1000

-1500
-20 -10 o 10 20 30
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Figure 13. Vertical component leveling data (*) used for inverting the
rupture parameters of the Borah Peak Earthquake, and result of the
inverted model (solid curve). The thick line represents the ruptured fault
plane, and arrows show the direction ofthe rupture (Yu et al., 1997).
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